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ABSTRACT
A novel fast scheme for Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) was
lately introduced under the name of lifting scheme [4, 10]. This
new scheme presents many advantages over the convolution-based
approach [10, 11]. For instance it is very suitable for parallelization. In this paper we present two new FPGA-based parallel implementations of the DWT lifting-based scheme. The first implementation uses pipelining, parallel processing and data reuse to
increase the speed up of the algorithm. In the second architecture a
controller is introduced to deploy dynamically a suitable number of
clones accordingly to the available hardware resources on a targeted environment. These two architectures are able of processing
large size incoming images or multi-framed images in real-time.
The simulations driven on a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA environment has
proven the practical efficiency of our contribution. In fact, the first
architecture has given an operating frequency of 289 MHz, and the
second architecture demonstrated the controller’s capabilities of
determining the true available resources needed for a successful
deployment of independent clones, over a targeted FPGA environment and processing the task in parallel.
Keywords – parallel, reconfigurable, DWT, lifting, FPGA.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the literature, first implementations of the wavelet transform
were based on filters’ convolution algorithms [6, 7]. This approach
requires huge amounts of computational resources. In fact at each
resolution, the algorithm requires the convolution of the used filters
with the approximation image. A relatively recent approach uses
the lifting scheme for the implementation of the DWT. This
method still constitutes an active area of research in mathematics
and signal processing. The lifting-based DWT scheme presents
many advantages over the convolution-based approach such as the
computational efficiency, the saving of memory, the integer-tointeger transform suitable for lossless image compression, the no
need for boundary extension, the possibility of parallelizing the
algorithm, etc.
In this context, this paper introduces two new parallel approaches
for the lifting-based wavelet transform implemented using FPGA
technology. Several accelerating techniques are used to achieve our
goals such as the use of pipelining techniques and data reusability.
The first approach proposes an architecture composed of two units
for the prediction and the update of the wavelet coefficients. The
two units communicate via through FIFO queues. The second
approach proposes a dynamically configurable parallel architecture
capable of deploying, dynamically, clones of the first architecture
unit on a given FPGA environment. A controller is implemented to
determine the necessary available resources allowing the successful
deployment of these replicas. The simulation of these two architectures over a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA environment has given a maxi-

mum operating frequency of 289 MHz, for the first architecture.
For the second architecture, the controller has made a successful
demonstration of its capabilities of determining the true available
resources on a given FPGA environment. The use of these two
architectures can be extremely helpful for real-time image processing systems over large size or multi-framed images.
The outline of this paper is going to be as follows: in section 2 the
theoretical basis of the convolution-based and lifting-based discrete
wavelet transforms are briefly presented. The description of the
lifting-based algorithm of the DWT is presented in section 3. In
section 4 we present, in details, our proposed approach for the
hardware implementation of the DWT lifting-based algorithm. The
hardware resources utilization and the performance evaluation of
the two architectures are presented in section 5. A conclusion for
this paper is drawn in section 6.

2.

LIFTING-BASED WAVELET TRANSFORM

Recently, a new mathematical formulation for wavelet transformation has been proposed by Swelden [4, 9, 10]. This new approach,
called lifting-based wavelet transform, was primarily developed as
a method to improve wavelet transform. It was extended afterward
to a generic method to create so-called second-generation wavelets.
The main feature of the lifting-based discrete wavelet transform
scheme is to break up the high-pass and low-pass wavelet’s filters
into a sequence of smaller filters that in turn can be converted into
a sequence of upper and lower triangular matrices [3]. The basic
idea behind the lifting scheme is to use the data correlation to remove the redundancy. The lifting algorithm can be computed in
three main phases, namely: the Split phase, the Predict phase and
the Update phase.

2.1 Split phase
Assuming that we have a signal under the form of ߣାଵǡ , where ݆
and ݇ indicate the signal decomposition level and the data element
respectively; at the input, the signal is considered at the original
decomposition level ߣǡ . In the split phase, the data set ߣǡ is split
into two subsets to separate the even samples from the odd ones:
ߣିଵǡ ൌ ߣǡଶ ;
ߛିଵǡ ൌ ߣǡଶାଵ
(1)
Conventionally, we have used the negative indices indicating that
the smaller the data set is, the smaller the index will be [11]. This
decomposition in even and odd samples may also be referred as the
lazy wavelet transform since this procedure does not decorrelate
the processed data.

2.2 Prediction phase

At this point, we will use the even subset ߣିଵǡ to predict the odd
subset ߛିଵǡ using a prediction function ܲሺߣିଵǡ ሻ. The more the
original data are correlated, the more the values produced by this
prediction function will be close to the original ߛିଵǡ . At this point,
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the difference between the predicted value of the subset and the
original value is processed and replaces this latter:
ߛିଵǡ ൌ ߣǡଶାଵ െ ܲሺߣିଵǡ ሻ
(2)
This procedure is known as the prediction phase or the dual lifting
phase in the lifting architecture. Two types of prediction functions
can be considered at this point: the piecewise linear prediction and
the interpolating prediction that has an order of interpolating subdivisions denoted by ܰ. This function is referred as the dual wavelet
and ܰ is referred as the number of dual vanishing moments [5].

3.2 Update phase

During the update process, each previously calculated ɀ will update
the ɉ. This procedure can be illustrated with the following relation:
ߣିଵǡ ൌ ߣିଵǡ  ߛିଵǡ ߚ כ
(5)
ߚ are the update filter coefficients. This implementation is illustrated through Figure 2.

2.3 Update phase
The third stage of the lifting scheme introduces the update phase.
In this stage the coefficient ߣିଵǡ is lifted with the help of the
neighboring wavelet coefficients. This phase is referred as the primal lifting phase or update phase:
ߣିଵǡ ൌ ߣିଵǡ  ܷሺߛିଵǡ ሻ
(3)
Where  is the new update operator. The order of this function is
෩ of the wavelet transform.
the real vanishing moment 

2.4 Inverse lifting transform
The inverse DWT using lifting can be derived by traversing the
above steps in the reverse direction with switching the sign between additions and subtractions, applying the dual and primal
lifting steps and finally applying the inverse lazy transform by
upscaling the output before merging them into a single reconstructed stream.
Figure 2. Update phase implementation

3.

DWT LIFTING-BASED ALGORITHM

For clarity purpose, we will illustrate the DWT lifting-based algorithm assuming the use of a set of data with  ൌ ͺ components and
෩ ൌ ʹ real vanisha filter with  ൌ ʹ dual vanishing moments and 
ing moments. Remark that our design approach is scalable and can
be implemented for arbitrary signal lengths and different number of
filter coefficients.

3.1 Prediction phase

To calculate the prediction coefficients ɀ୨ିଵǡ୩ , the following relation has to be implemented:
ேିଵ

ܮ
 א ݇ͲǤ Ǥ െ ͳ൨ ǡ ߛିଵǡ ൌ ߣǡଶାଵ െ  ߣǡଶሺାሻ ߙ כǡ
ʹ

(4)

ୀ

With Ƚ୧ǡ୩ are the prediction filter coefficients. This implementation
is illustrated through the Figure 1.

As illustrated above, the update’s phase algorithm, consumes also
an important amount of computing resources as well as processing
cycles, especially when increasing the real vanishing moments of
the update filters. The hardware implementation and optimization
of this phase will be presented in the next section.

4.

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE FOR DWT
LIFTING-BASED ALGORITHM

The goal of this work is to propose a high memory throughput
architecture to treat large size images as well as real-time DWT
processing for video treatment. In the following four sub-sections,
we will describe our parallel approach for every unit followed by
the dynamically reconfigurable parallel hardware architecture we
proposed to implement our approach.

4.1 The Prediction Unit

Figure 1. Prediction phase implementation
As illustrated above, the sequential version of this algorithm, consumes an important amount of computing resources and processing
cycles, especially when increasing the vanishing moments of the
prediction filter. In the next section, we will introduce parallel processing and data reusability to fasten the hardware implementation of
this phase.

Our implementation of the prediction phase of the DWT liftingbase algorithm is based on a pipelined architecture as illustrated in
the Figure 3. For clarity purpose, we will use the same example as
in section 3 ( ൌ ͺ components and  ൌ ʹ dual vanishing moments). Our approach exploits the fact that in the processing of two
consecutive values of ɉ, use some of the coefficients ɉ are commonly reused during the calculation (Figure 1), thus for the processing of the next ɀ coefficient, only one new ɉ coefficient is read
from the memory, the preceding ɉ coefficients, involved during the
previous calculations, have to be temporarily stored in the buffer
for reuse. In this context, the use of the pipelining technique would
be with great support for this problem. Effectively, we have implemented a pipeline of  stages for the ɉ inputs coefficients.
 െ ͳ cycles would be involved to fill-in the pipeline during the
initialization process followed by the parallel processing of   כɉ
coefficients driven to the multiplier. To ensure the accessing of 
filter coefficients concurrently, we used separate banks of RAM to
store the filter coefficients. To ensure the parallel processing of the
unit, we have to process the reading of both ɉ and ɀ input coefficients at the same time. This means that we have to access different
locations of the storage memory of the image at the same time. We
have used for this purpose true dual port memories with separate
undependably addressable input/output ports configured directly in
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thhe Xilinx FPGA
A processing core. After processsing the prediccted ɀ
cooefficient, we have
h
to write it
i back at the same
s
initial meemory
loocation, rather than at anotherr memory locaation, to ensuree efficiiency and speedd up of this archhitecture. In facct, the reading of
o the
innputs data, ɉ annd ɀ, from the memory,
m
has to be done at the same
tim
me as the writiing of the outpuuts into the meemory. This is quite
diifficult since booth ports of the dual ports of thhe RAM are allready
innvolved in the reading
r
processs. To counterparrt this difficultlly, we
im
mposed to the RAM
R
to operatee at twice the freequency of the entire
deesign. Finally, when
w
consideriing the treatmennts over the bouundaries, the processsing unit has to
t stop when attending the signal
s
booundaries and consider
c
only the
t corresponding filter coefficcients
annd the associateed coefficient off ɀ. For this purrpose we have added
a
soome enabling siignals into the pipeline
p
processs.

shiftiing. The outputt sample is calcuulated and issueed via ɉ୭୳୲ . Whhen
the ɉ coefficients arre available at tthe output, they
y are written baack
in thee memory.

4.3 Inverse pred
diction and up
pdate implem
mentation
To perform the inveerse prediction aand update phasses, we can notiice
j
some smalll changes havee to be applied
d to both units to
that just
obtaiin the desired reeverse result. IIn fact we havee just to substituute
the addition
a
processs with a subtraaction process in the predictiion
unit and vice versa in the update uunit. Thereforee the same prediction and update unnits will be useed for both forw
ward and inverrse
transsform by selecctively alternatiing a control signal to set the
t
schem
me to forwardd or inverse prrocessing. This signal appliess a
contrrol after the muultiple-inputs addder for perform
ming either adddition or
o subscription in both units.

4.4 Unified unitt for DWT liifting-based prediction
p
an
nd
update processing
To conceive
c
a uniffied unit for booth prediction and
a update DW
WT
liftin
ng based processing phases, w
we have used a FIFO (First--In
First-Out) buffer too synchronize tthe communicaation between the
t
u
In fact a simple parallell implementatio
on of both predictwo units.
tion and update uniits would overlload the memorry bandwidth. InI
d, the parallel exxecution of botth units impliess six memory aca
deed
cessees per cycle (thhree accesses foor the predictio
on units and thrree
otherrs for the updaate unit). We ussed a FIFO bu
uffer, between the
t
two units,
u
in order to
t have only foour concurrent accesses
a
to mem
mory (two
(
accesses for the prediction module, on
ne access for the
t
outpu
uts and one acccess for the updaate). The Figurre 5 illustrates thhis
unified unit based onn a FIFO bufferr use.
Figurre 3. Parallel preediction unit arcchitecture

4..2 The updaate unit
As done for thee prediction phhase, our paralllel approach foor the
A
uppdate unit is baased on a pipelined architecturre as described in the
Fiigure 4. We will
w use also thee same examplle given in secttion 3
෩ ൌ ʹ real
(ܮ
 ܮൌ ͺ components and ܰ
r vanishing moments).
m

Figure 5. Parallel unifi
fied unit architeccture
u
unit architecture
Figgure 4. Parallel update
Inn this phase the treatment startss by an initializzation step to feeel the
piipeline register with the initiall data. Afterwarrd, the content of
o the
ɉ registers has too be shift to the left-hand side; at the same tim
me the
accquisition of thhe data, from thhe RAM, has too continue. The filter
cooefficients, corrresponding to thhe last ɉ with thhe first ɀ, have to be
looaded, via the update
u
coefficieent, with the ɉ୧୬ inputs at the same
tim
me as the fillinng of the last ɉ. At the adder’s output, after being
prrocessed, the uppdated ɉ coefficcients are readyy to be stored. While
W
peerforming all thhese operationss, to consider thhe exceptions of
o the
booundary treatm
ments, we havee used a special configuratioon for
prrocessing the ɀ coefficients inn questions. We
W have used a reset
siignal to stop thee pipeline and freeze
f
the ɉ coeefficients from being

We can
c easily notice that the input of the update unit
u uses the sam
me
inputt ɉ coefficient, of the predictioon unit, at a diffferent time rate.. It
is ind
deed obvious thhat we cannot cconnect the RA
AM to both inpuuts
of th
he prediction unnit and update unit. The inssertion of a FIF
FO
buffeer B1, before the
t ɉ input of the update mo
odule, allows thhis
latterr to reuse the ɉss that has been iinvolved in the production
p
phase.
The FIFO buffer B2 absorbs the uunequal deliverry and compenssad of the predictiion
tion rates of data att the beginning and at the end
and update phases. When consideering the inverrse transform, the
t
hronization schheme implies tto reverse the above describbed
synch
synch
hronization proocess by providiing data to the inputs of the prredictio
on unit from thhe FIFOs and reeceiving data frrom the RAM for
f
the update
u
unit.
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4.5 Dynamic parallel hardware architecture for liftingbased DWT algorithm
To increase the performance of our implementation, we have used
the unified unit, described above, in a dynamic and parallel architecture. This latter is capable of treating several tiles of the image
in parallel. Our approach is based on a dynamic reconfiguration in
order to use the available resources at the deployment step. In other
words, our system verifies the amount of the available resources
present in the hardware in question, before any deployment, and
then clones the unified unit, described above, following the connection architecture depicted in Figure 6.
Figure 7. Hardware resources utilization

Figure 6. Dynamic parallel hardware architecture of the DWT lifting-based algorithm
Depending on the acquired parameters, from the hardware, where
the architecture is going to be deployed, the system calculates the
maximum number of clones, of the DWT lifting-based unified unit,
and builds the adequate connection architecture. For this purpose,
we have conceived a global controller to insure the synchronization
and the communication (if needed) between the different units.
Afterward, the controller builds the connection architecture following the parameters that it acquired from the hardware. The final
step of the deployment is the building of the different clones at the
tail of each created connection as shown in Figure 6. Each clone
will have its own memory, based on the cascading asynchronous
dual-port block RAM: For our implementation we have used adjacent combined block RAMs memory. The Figure 6 illustrates a
fully deployed cloned architecture based on the unified DWT lifting-based unit. This same figure, also illustrates the hierarchical
connection architecture between the different units, their associated
memory and the controller. After the successful deployment, each
clone will work independently from the others. In fact the controller will assign different tiles to each clone (their size is dynamically
fixed by the controller depending on the size of the initial image
and the number of deployed clones). Due to the diversity of content
of the processed image and therefore the diversity content of each
processed tile, a given clone can finish its processing before another. We have used the First Finished First Served strategy to
distribute the jobs over the clones. When two clones finish their job
at exactly the same time, the first served would be the nearest one
to the controller.

5.

This implementation has given a maximum operating frequency of
289MHz for one single unified unit. In fact, from the experimental
simulations, we could remark that the implementation of one single
unit consumed only 849 Slices of the 7200 available ones, 607 FlipFlop slices and 1046 4-Input LUTs from the 28800 available ones,
14 BRAMs from the 120 available ones and 6 18x18 Multipliers
from the 48 available ones. All the statistics, shown in Figure 7, are
exactly preserved as they are for larger images processing except for
the Bank RAMs that are dynamically modified accordingly to the
image and filter size.

5.2 Performance evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our architectures we have considered two scenarios for the single unit based implementation and
three others for the parallel dynamic one. Our evaluation is based
on the following criteria: the number of cycles per pixel, the number of images per second in the transform time. We measure the
time to perform the discrete wavelet transform on an entire image
including all the required data transfers. We have compared all the
collected results to recently related works such as [1, 2, 8, 12]...

5.2.1 Single-unit based implementation evaluation
We have used two scenarios of evaluation:
x Diversifying the degree of the polynomial filters, and fixing the
image size. Figure 8 presents the performance results obtained with
different polynomial degrees of filtering and an image of 1024x768
pixels size.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Hardware resources utilization
We have implemented the above described architectures using
VHDL description language and schematic-based design. The synthesis of these architectures was performed using ISE foundation
design tool (version 9.1i). We have used a Xilinx ML501 evaluation platform based on the Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA, XC5VLX50T1FFG676 core to implement our architectures [13, 14]. The Figure
7 illustrates the hardware resources utilization considering the use
of an image with 128x64 pixels size and an eight bits gray-scale.
We have used the (9/7) wavelet filter used in the JPEG2000 standard.

Figure 8. Single-unit based implementation evaluation for different
degrees of polynomial filters
We can notice that the more the polynomial degree of the used
filters increases, the more the transform time increases and the
more the number of treated images per second decreases.
Diversifying the image sizes and maintaining fixed the polynomial
degree of the used filter. Figure 9 presents the performance results
using a 2-2 polynomial filter. We can notice that the more the image size increases, the more the FPGA cycles/pixel decreases.
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6.

Figure 9. Single-unit based implementation evaluation for different
image’s sizes
Table 1 illustrates a comparison to other related works such as [1,
2, 8, 12]. These results demonstrate the efficiency of our implementation from hardware resources and maximum operating frequency point of view.
Ref.

FPGA core

[8]
[1]
[12]
[2]
Our work

APEX20K E
XCV300
XCVE2000
XCV2P20
XC5VLX50T

Decomp.
Levels
2
2
2
2
2

Slices
7726
853
1402
1907
849

Freq
(MHz)
66.8
89.1
159.51
201.09
289

We have introduced in this paper a novel hardware implementation
of the discrete wavelet transform based on the lifting scheme. We
have used, for the purpose of speeding up the performances, several accelerating techniques such as pipelining, parallel module
operation and data reuse to implement a unified unit. This latter is
composed of one prediction based processing unit and one update
based processing unit connected through FIFO blocks. We have
also conceived a dynamically reconfigurable parallel hardware
architecture capable of dynamically deploying clones of the unified
unit on an FPGA environment by determining the necessary available resources allowing the successful deployment of these clones.
The performance evaluation has proven the efficiency of our approach. In fact the simulation of a single processing unit on a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA environment has given an operating frequency
of 289MHz. The implementation of the parallel reconfigurable
version of the DWT lifting-based processing unit demonstrated the
controller’s capabilities of determining the true available resources
needed for a successful deployment over a given FPGA environment. Finally the use of these two architectures could be extremely
helpful for real-time image processing systems of large size images.

7.
[1]

[2]

Table 1. Performance comparison with existing FPGA
implementations

5.2.2 Dynamic parallel hardware architecture performance
evaluation
We have considered three cases for the performance evaluation:
x First case: the hardware has completely all its resources fully
available for the implementation.
x Second case: the hardware has an already running application
consuming 37% of the available hardware resources: to demonstrate
the controller’s capability of adapting the deployment in function of
the available material resources.
x Third case: the hardware has one running job consuming only
24% of the resources. This job consumes a lot of memory banks
allowing the deployment of just one unique clone: in order to check
the controller’s capability of recognizing that the available memory
resources are not sufficient for more than one clone deployment
even if there are remaining free resources.
Table 2 illustrates the different results concerning this implementation. These results show that the controller is able to determine the
necessary number of clones that can be possibly deployed into a
targeted architecture.

Available resources
slices
Flip-Flop slices
4 Input LUT
Block RAMs
18x18 Multipliers
Number of clones

Case 1
100%
7200
28800
28800
120
48
8

Case 2
63%
4536
18144
18144
75
30
5

Case 3
76%
5472
21888
21888
22
36
1

Table 2. Clones’ deployment statistics for different cases
of resources availabilities

CONCLUSION

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]
[14]
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